Responsibilities for Each Type of Participant
NCJLA club leaders may use these checklists to inform participants of what will be expected of them in
order to participate in lacrosse activities while the State of CA is under public health orders. There are
references to tasks or documents that may not be in place until the NCJLA season preparation begins in
September 2020. If a participant has a question about a particular task, document etc. they should
contact their club administrator. If the issue or question can not be resolved at the club level they may
contact the NCJLA Executive Director, execdirector@ncjla.org.
Please reference the NCJLA Infectious Disease Modifications for Games and Events Plan (version
7.22.2020) posted to the NCJLA website under the COVID19 Resources Tab.

Officials Responsibilities
Officials:
❑ Consent to provide their full name, organization affiliation, answers to screening
questions and allow temperature taking before all games or events.
❑ Comply with public health officials' contact tracing requests for information, selfquarantine or any other request in the interest of public health.
❑ Read and sign the official's organization Infectious Disease Waiver and any game specific
waivers provided onsite.
❑ Read, understand and abide by infectious disease educational materials provided by the
venue, teams, the league or their officials organization.
❑ Provide their own personal protective equipment to be used when traveling to and from
the field, during the pre-game duties (stick/equipment check and coaches meeting) and
game.
❑ Provide their own hand sanitizer. (May use venue or team provided sanitizer if available)
❑ Agree to keep all belongings in their gear bag, and to disinfect or wash their belongings
after each game or event.
❑ Enforce the rules of play for the league or teams including modifications related to
Infectious Diseases.

Players and Parents Responsibilities
Players:
❑ Consent to provide their full name, team affiliation, answers to screening questions and
allow temperature taking before all games, practices or events.
❑ In the event of a screening fail, all players will agree to have their screening information
used as required by county public health officials and the NCJLA Communication Plan
protocols.
❑ Agree to comply with public health officials' contact tracing requests for information,
self-quarantine or any other request in the interest of public health.
❑ The player agrees to read and sign the league and club Infectious Disease Waiver.
❑ Read, understand and abide by infectious disease educational materials and rules
provided by the venue, their club, and the league. (as age appropriate)
❑ Provide their own personal protective equipment to be used when traveling to and from
the field and while interacting with coaches and officials during the pre-game activities
(stick/equipment check and coaches meeting) or game.
▪ Face covering / Hand Sanitizer / Disinfecting wipes for the equipment/stick
check
❏ Agree to keep all belongings in their gear bag, and to disinfect or wash their belongings
after each game, practice or event.
Parents:
❑ Consent to provide their full name, team affiliation, answers to screening questions and
allow temperature taking before all games, practices or events.
❑ In the event of a screening fail, parents agree to have their screening information used
as required by county public health officials and the NCJLA Communication Plan
protocols.
❑ Agree to comply with public health officials' contact tracing requests for information,
self-quarantine or any other request in the interest of public health.
❑ The parent(s) agree to read and sign the league and club Infectious Disease Waiver.
❑ Read, understand and abide by infectious disease educational materials and rules
provided by the venue, their club and the league.
▪ Ensure that children under their supervision abide as well.
❑ Provide their own personal protective equipment to be used when traveling to and from
the field and while watching the games.
▪ Face coverings (required at all times)
▪ Disinfecting materials for stadium seating (may use venue provided supplies if
available)
❑ Provide their own hand sanitizer.
❑ Agree to keep all belongings in a contained bag, and to disinfect or wash their
belongings after each game, practice or event.
❑ Agree to abide by venue rules regarding the use of team tents, pop up chairs, and any
activities that could be considered tailgating.

❑ Agree to volunteer, at least once per season to assist in some capacity, with helping
their club/team with meeting the requirements of the Infectious Disease Game and
Event Modification Plan.
❑ Agree to and sign the club and league Parent Code of Conduct document.
❑ During the 2021 player registration process and for all future seasons with their club,
subscribe to or opt in to allow NCJLA and club level communication to be sent to their
email and phone (text message or voice recording format) for the purpose of
communicating emergencies, large scale cancellations and possible infectious disease
exposures.

Spectators Responsibilities
Spectators:
❑ Consent to provide their full name, team affiliation, answers to screening questions and
allow temperature taking before all games, practices or events.
❑ In the event of a screening fail, spectators agree to have their screening information
used as required by county public health officials and the NCJLA Communication Plan
protocols.
❑ Agree to comply with public health officials' contact tracing requests for information,
self-quarantine or any other request in the interest of public health.
❑ Provide their own personal protective equipment to be used when traveling to and from
the field and while watching the games.
▪ Face coverings (required at all times)
▪ Disinfecting materials for stadium seating (may use venue provided supplies if
available)
❑ Provide their own hand sanitizer.
❑ Agree to keep all belongings in a contained bag, and to disinfect or wash their
belongings after each game or event.
❑ Agree to abide by posted venue rules including the use of team tents, pop up chairs, and
any activities that could be considered tailgating.

Coaches Responsibilities
Coaches:
❑ Consent to provide their full name, team affiliation, answers to screening questions and
allow temperature taking before all games, practices or events.
❑ In the event of a screening fail, coaches agree to have their screening information used
as required by county public health officials and the NCJLA Communication Plan
protocols.
❑ Agree to comply with public health officials' contact tracing requests for information,
self-quarantine or any other request in the interest of public health.
❑ The coach agrees to read and sign the league and club Infectious Disease Waiver.
❑ Read, understand and abide by infectious disease educational materials provided by the
venue, their club and the league.
❑ Provide their own personal protective equipment to be used when traveling to and from
the field and while watching the games.
▪ Face coverings (required at all times)
▪ Disinfecting materials for team seating (may use venue provided supplies if
available)
▪ Hand Sanitizer
❑ Agree to keep all belongings in a contained bag, and to disinfect or wash their
belongings after each game, practice or event.
❑ Agree to and sign the club and league Coach Code of Conduct document.
❑ Abide by venue signage and field lines when directing players during drills and games.

Club Administrators and Safety Managers Responsibilities
Club Administrators:
❑ Enforce screening protocols as required by the league and public health officials per the NCJLA
Infectious Disease Game and Event Modifications.
❑ Report failed screenings, reports of exposures, and active infections according to the NCJLA
Infectious Disease Communication Plan and county public health officials directives.
❑ Provide education materials, statements of risk and waivers to all participants.
❑ Maintain accurate and complete records of club participants signed Infectious Disease waivers.
❑ Provide the necessary disinfecting supplies and personal protective equipment as described in
the NCJLA Infectious Disease Game and Event Modifications.
❑ Contact venue operators in advance of the practice, game or event.
❑ Enforce compliance with all aspects of the NCJLA Infectious Disease Game and Event
Modifications.
❑ Train and schedule adequate volunteers for disinfecting tasks.
❑ Provide personal protective equipment for volunteers or staff: face coverings, hand sanitizer,
and rubber gloves.
❑ Designate at a minimum a safety manager at the club level. When possible designate a safety
manager at the individual team level.
❑ Designate funds to provide education materials, signage, disinfecting supplies, additional field
lining, event staffing or any other item listed in the NCJLA Infectious Disease Game and Event
Modifications.
❑ Provide signage that supports the current public health officials directives such as social
distancing, sanitation and personal hygiene. (if the venue does not already supply)
❑ Keep attendance and contact information records organized, secure and available for public
health officials or league officers when requested.
❑ If a return to play clearance is required by a licensed medical provider due to COVID-19 or
another injury, the designated club administrator should be the point of contact, and the
documentation should also be shared with the NCJLA via the NCJLA Infectious Disease Report
Form.
❑ Require parents, during the 2021 player registration process and for all future seasons with their
club, to subscribe to or opt in to allow NCJLA and club level communication to be sent to their
email and phone (text message or voice recording format) for the purpose of communicating
emergencies, large scale cancellations and possible infectious disease exposures.
❑ If no Safety Manager is available from the host club the game shall be immediately CANCELLED
and the game will be recorded as a 1-0 in favor of the visiting team(s). The club will be placed on
probation and all games for the following 7 days will be canceled pending a review by the NCJLA
Board of Directors. The official organization may have other consequences.
Club Safety Managers:
❏ If no Safety Manager is available from the host club the game shall be immediately CANCELLED
and the game will be recorded as a 1-0 in favor of the visiting team(s). The club will be placed on
probation and all games for the following 9 calendar days will be canceled pending a review by
the NCJLA Board of Directors. The official organization may have other consequences.

❏ Confirm that the necessary disinfecting supplies and personal protective equipment as
described in the NCJLA Infectious Disease Game and Event Modifications are available onsite.
❏ Confirm that supplies for screening participants are available onsite. (ie. No contact thermometers,
digital or physical copies of screening/attendance sheets, reference NCJLA Safety Manager Supply Kit List)

❏ Wear personal protective equipment while performing the duties of the Safety Manager and in
all other scenarios required by public health officials and the NCJLA Infectious Disease
Modification Plan.
❏ Enforce screening protocols as required by the league and public health officials per the NCJLA
Infectious Disease Game and Event Modifications.
❏ Submit accurate and complete records of attendance and screening to the designated club
administrator for the current season.
❏ Report failed screenings, reports of exposures, and active infections according to the NCJLA
Infectious Disease Communication Plan and county public health officials directives.
❏ File NCJLA Infectious Disease Reports within 24 hours.
❏ Inform game officials if a participant is not complying with the NCJLA Infectious Disease
Protocols during active game play including not wearing a face covering when required.
❏ Maintain confidentiality of screening and attendance records and contact information.
❏ Wear NCJLA Safety Manager identification.
❏ Confirm that signage is displayed according to public county health officials requirements.
(preventing the spread, personal hygiene, social distancing, face coverings etc.)

❏ If someone during an activity is injured, feels sick or demonstrates symptoms, the coordinator
should work to separate the individual from the group, assess the situation while maintaining
distance, and contact parents or if necessary, call for medical assistance.

